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THE INQUIRING MIND?
Buying Building with No Separate Heating Plant

Q. I’m thinking of buying a building that doesn’t have a separate heating plant. Instead, each apartment has individual electric baseboards. The
tenants pay for the electricty for these baseboard units. Will I be able to continue to use that system?

A. The law requires that multiple dwellings (that is, buildings with three or more apartments) have a central heating plant unless there’s a
waiver from the Department of Housing Presevation and Development, says Adam Leitman Bailey of the Manhattan law firm of Adam Leitman
Bailey, P.C. Before buying such a building, you should have your attorney handling the transaction research whether there are any such waivers
on file or whether there are any violations against the building because of the lack of a central heating plant, he says. Most likely, there is no
such waiver on file. It will then become an issue  for you to raise when negotiating the price of the building or the escrow agreement, so that
you can make sure the building is brought into compliance with the law on this and, of course, all other matters. The law is unclear as to whether
the installation of a heating plant will  qualify for major capital improvement rent increase, Bailey says. 

Collecting Garage Increases from Rent-Stabilized Tenants

Q. We recently took over management of a building that includes rent-stabilized tenants. Some of these tenants also have garage leases, but
the prior management company didn’t collect any rent increases for those leases in the past few years. I know we can’t collect the rent increases
retroactively. However, can we now start to collect garage rent increases from those tenants? 

A. You can start collecting rent increases for the garage leases going forward, says James Marino of the Manhattan law firm of Kucker & Bruh,
LLP.  Send each tenant a renewal offer for the garage lease and apply the current rent guideline to the last rent charged for the garage space,
he says. But note that if the current guideline is higher than the guideline that would have been in effect had the prior management company
sent a timely renewal offer with an increased rent, the tenant gets to pick which guideline percentage increase will apply. You must send the
renewal offer to the tenant at least 90 days before the new garage lease starts. �

Need to Learn More About Your Tenants?

Periodically in future issues of the New York Housing Journal® we will run a column entitled “Ask the Private Investigator”.  Clifford Nicholas,
the principal of Town and Country Investigations and Security, LLC, and an experienced licensed Private Investigator, will provide tips that
will help you, from an investigative standpoint, with situations involving non-primary residence, subletting and illegal use.  E-mail your inquiries
to CHIP® at info@chipnyc.org. �

Court Upholds DHCR Decision on Proving Apartment Was Deregulated

A court recently upheld a controversial decision by the Division of Housing and Community Renewal (DHCR) finding an overcharge, despite that the
apartment had a rent in excess of $2,000 or more per month and been removed from deregulation more than four years ago. The case had drawn atten-
tion because it dealt with the issue of proving that an apartment was deregulated more than four years ago based on a monthly rent of $2,000 or more
as a result of apartment improvements. 

In its decision, the DHCR had applied the four-year rule (which prohibits looking back at more than four years of rents to bar the owner from submit-
ting proof of deregulation [450-452 East 81st Street LLC v. DHCR: Index No. 107201/08 (12/3/08)].

In effect, the court sidestepped the issue of DHCR’s jurisdiction, and found that the DHCR’s refusal to examine the older rent records was rational.  The
owner claimed it had made improvements that would bring the rent to $2,000 per month or more, but the DHCR refused to examine this proof, points
out Steven Sidrane of the Hewlett law firm of Sidrane & Schwartz-Sidrane, who handled the court challenge. So the court ruled that the apartment had-
n’t been deregulated. But, he notes, the DHCR had never given the owner the chance to prove that those improvements were made. The owner plans
to appeal the court’s ruling, he says.

In addition, as we told you in last month’s newsletter, the DHCR has recently clarified its position on the four-year rule issue. It said that when consider-
ing whether or not an apartment was deregulated, it will look back more than four years to determine if the owner filed an exit registration with the
DHCR at the time of the deregulation. For more information about that policy, see “DHCR Clarifies Procedure on Evidence to Submit to Prove an
Apartment Was Deregulated More than Four Years Ago,” on p. 11 of the December 2008 issue of the NEW YORK HOUSING JOURNAL®.  �


